
 
 
 

	  EFT Card on 
Setting Boundaries 

Setup Phrase:  
Tap over the heart or on the side of your left hand, while saying the following three statements (edit words as needed): 
There are times… when certain people do things… or say things… even when I ask them not to. 
There are times… when I feel disrespected… unloved… or unappreciated… and I don’t know how to change it. 
There are times… when other people… make decisions that affect me… in a negative way… and I feel powerless. 
 

Tapping Points: 
Top of Head:   I release all the frustration… all the tension… and all feelings of resentment. 
Eyebrows:   I forgive myself… for not knowing how to handle this… or being able to stop it. 
Side of Eye: I am willing… to turn this over… and give it to God… I want peace instead of this.  
Under the Eye: I am determined to see this differently… Only love is real… I want peace instead of pain. 
Under the Nose: I release the past… along with all painful moments… and hurt feelings… My goal is peace. 
On the Chin: I am willing to see _______ as capable… of being a safe, loving & positive presence in my life. 
Collarbone: Whenever I make a choice… based on what is peaceful to me… I bless everyone around me. 
Over the Heart:      I forgive myself… for all past mistakes… failures… and wrong decisions... I am not my past. 
Center of Chest: I am worthy of love… honor… and happiness… and being treated… with kindness & respect. 
Side of the Hand: I am as God created me… Infinite Spirit,… love… light… purity… innocence… and joy. 
Inside the Knees: I am willing to see others as capable… of responding to my requests… needs… and desires. 
Center of Chest: Each time I am tempted to judge…or get frustrated… I will pause & pray on how to proceed. 
Over the Heart: I am willing… to communicate openly… honestly… and be lovingly firm… whenever I need to.   
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